King James Version by George Barany

**ACROSS**

1. They may be even, ironically
2. Game surface
3. Nephew of Patty and Selma
4. Small vessel
5. Boxer's warning
6. Network-marketing company
7. Ready for business
8. Military chaplain
9. Timely quip about professional basketball, with 62-Across
10. Certain trigonometric ratios
11. Solid, liquid, and 56-Down
12. Like many a chandelier
13. Nobelist Metchnikoff or Wiesel
14. "... no hands"
15. Piece of resistance?
16. Unstable, to a setting:
17. Work before diem or after work
18. Nickname for cager
19. Word before diem or after work
20. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
21. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
22. Biochemist
23. Van den Bogaerde self-titled début album
24. Certain trigonometric ratios
25. Pod item
26. Piece of resistance?
27. Military chaplain
28. Astronomical clock
29. Bridge support
30. Movable castles
31. Winglike appendages
32. Pod item
33. Acme's go-to rep
34. Bridge support
35. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
36. Nickname for cager
37. Word before diem or after work
38. Pod item
39. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
40. Movable castles
41. Astronomical clock
42. Bridge support
43. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
44. U.S. soccer citizens-to-be
45. Jon of "Mad Men" or Mia of U.S. soccer citizens-to-be
46. Nickname for cager
47. Pod item
48. Bridge support
49. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
50. Movable castles
51. Astronomical clock
52. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
53. Pod item
54. Bridge support
55. Astronomical clock
56. Nickname for cager
57. Pod item
58. Movable castles
59. Astronomical clock
60. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
61. Astronomical clock
62. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
63. Pod item
64. Astronomical clock
65. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
66. Nickname for cager
67. Pod item
68. Movable castles
69. Astronomical clock
70. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
71. Astronomical clock
72. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
73. Astronomical clock
74. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
75. Pod item
76. Movable castles
77. Astronomical clock
78. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
79. Astronomical clock
80. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
81. Astronomical clock
82. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
83. Astronomical clock
84. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
85. Pod item
86. Movable castles
87. Astronomical clock
88. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
89. Astronomical clock
90. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
91. Astronomical clock
92. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
93. Astronomical clock
94. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
95. Astronomical clock
96. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
97. Astronomical clock
98. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
99. Astronomical clock
100. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
101. Astronomical clock
102. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
103. Astronomical clock
104. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
105. Astronomical clock
106. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
107. Astronomical clock
108. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
109. Astronomical clock
110. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
111. Astronomical clock
112. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
113. Astronomical clock
114. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
115. Astronomical clock
116. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
117. Astronomical clock
118. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be
119. Astronomical clock
120. Class for U.S. citizens-to-be

**DOWN**

1. Kimono sashes
2. Auto-pivotal scene in Verdi's "Don Carlo"
3. Corn flakes or raisin bran
4. Vikings' toast
5. Antibiotic targets
6. Grandmothers, in Germany
7. Bristle
8. Dustin in "Midnight Cowboy"
9. Like "Brave New World" and "The Handmaid's Tale," e.g.
10. Ferry operator
11. Team for which Tom Seaver threw his only no-hitter
12. Subject of the biography "The Man Who Invented the Twentieth Century"
13. Greek poet saved by a dolphin
14. SX-70s
15. Reproductive cells
16. "I ___ Comes"
17. They rush around campuses
18. Honored, in a way
19. Become one
20. Become one
21. Become one
22. Become one
23. Become one
24. Become one
25. Become one
26. "I ___ Comes"
27. Famous site of a Dutch boy's thumb
28. "I ___ Comes"
29. "I ___ Comes"
30. "I ___ Comes"
31. "I ___ Comes"
32. "I ___ Comes"
33. "I ___ Comes"
34. "I ___ Comes"
35. "I ___ Comes"
36. "I ___ Comes"
37. "I ___ Comes"
38. "I ___ Comes"
39. "I ___ Comes"
40. "I ___ Comes"
41. "I ___ Comes"
42. "I ___ Comes"
43. "I ___ Comes"
44. "I ___ Comes"
45. "I ___ Comes"
46. "I ___ Comes"
47. "I ___ Comes"
48. "I ___ Comes"
49. "I ___ Comes"
50. "I ___ Comes"
51. "I ___ Comes"
52. "I ___ Comes"
53. "I ___ Comes"
54. "I ___ Comes"
55. "I ___ Comes"
56. "I ___ Comes"
57. "I ___ Comes"
58. "I ___ Comes"
59. "I ___ Comes"
60. "I ___ Comes"
61. "I ___ Comes"
62. "I ___ Comes"
63. "I ___ Comes"
64. "I ___ Comes"
65. "I ___ Comes"
66. "I ___ Comes"
67. "I ___ Comes"
68. "I ___ Comes"
69. "I ___ Comes"
70. "I ___ Comes"
71. "I ___ Comes"
72. "I ___ Comes"
73. "I ___ Comes"
74. "I ___ Comes"
75. "I ___ Comes"
76. "I ___ Comes"
77. "I ___ Comes"
78. "I ___ Comes"
79. "I ___ Comes"
80. "I ___ Comes"
81. "I ___ Comes"
82. "I ___ Comes"
83. "I ___ Comes"
84. "I ___ Comes"
85. "I ___ Comes"
86. "I ___ Comes"
87. "I ___ Comes"
88. "I ___ Comes"
89. "I ___ Comes"
90. "I ___ Comes"
91. "I ___ Comes"
92. "I ___ Comes"
93. "I ___ Comes"
94. "I ___ Comes"
95. "I ___ Comes"
96. "I ___ Comes"
97. "I ___ Comes"
98. "I ___ Comes"
99. "I ___ Comes"
100. "I ___ Comes"
101. "I ___ Comes"
102. "I ___ Comes"
103. "I ___ Comes"
104. "I ___ Comes"
105. "I ___ Comes"
106. "I ___ Comes"
107. "I ___ Comes"
108. "I ___ Comes"
109. "I ___ Comes"
110. "I ___ Comes"
111. "I ___ Comes"
112. "I ___ Comes"
113. "I ___ Comes"
114. "I ___ Comes"
115. "I ___ Comes"
116. "I ___ Comes"
117. "I ___ Comes"